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Minister acknowledges RAAG’s road safety work

RAAG life member Graeme Ransley and
RAAG chairman Noel Lang met with Mark
Bailey MP, Minister for Transport and Main
Roads in Mackay.

Mackay and Whitsunday recently
hosted Queensland Premier Annastacia
Palaszczuk and Ministers for a Regional
Cabinet. Mark Bailey MP, Minister for
Transport and Main Roads had the
opportunity to meet with RAAG Chairman
Noel Lang and RAAG life member Graeme
Ransley to discuss important issues facing
motorists across the Mackay region.
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RAAG IN THE
COMMUNITY

THANKS GERRY

www.raag.com.au

RAAG presented to the minister concerns
that were highlighted in the Daily Mercury
“Truckies call for more rest stops” [14/5/18]
with comment from industry organisation
QTA and local transport operators calling
for more heavy vehicle [HV] rest areas
between Mackay and Bowen.
RAAG commented there appears to be a
disconnect within TMR with respect of the
existence of the TMR ‘Guidelines for Heavy
Vehicle Rest Areas’, evident in the Daily
Mercury article showing rest area mapping
along the Bruce Highway which included
Home Hill and Bowen. The disconnect is
that these two locations are motorist only
rest areas and not heavy vehicle rest areas.
They do not comply with the guidelines set
by TMR.
Rest areas for heavy vehicles [HV] are just
that, suitable sites for rest; minimising
headlight movement, minimising road
traffic noise, minimising noise by other
heavy vehicles, e.g. freezer truck auxiliary
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engines, separation of stock transport,
safe all hours/weather conditions, no uphill
on exit, suitable shade shelters, lit toilets,
not near residential, large shade trees,
safe walking paths. Comment made that
Waverley Creek HV Rest area an excellent
example of the above. RAAG commented
while a commercial facility at Bloomsbury is
helpful, the site in no way conforms with the
TMR HV rest area guidelines. These types of
concerns have been raised nationally by the
Australian Trucking Association [ATA] with
the National Transport Commission [NTC].
RAAG commented it is nearly impossible for
HV drivers to comply with onerous fatigue
legislation and Chain of Responsibility
journey planning without more HV rest areas.
RAAG commented there does appear to be
federal funding for HV rest areas, similar to
Waverly Creek, and asked for consideration
of two locations either side of Bloomsbury
be considered. RAAG rejects that isolated
HV rest areas would in any way compete
with the commercial facility. In fact, in other
regions support for commercial facilities
has backfired when the facilities changed
hands, burnt down etc.
The 3-2-1 green reflector [HV Stopping
Places] project, [TMR Community Road
Safety Grant funded] identifying and
subsequent approval of nearly 100 sites in
the Bowen Basin was discussed and request
made for the completion of installation of
reflectors and subsequent maintenance by
Road Tech sign crews as previously agreed.
Request made if the 3-2-1 Green Reflector
guidelines could be disseminated and
implemented in other areas in the state.
RAAG discussed with the Minister the
provision for additional passing lanes on
the Bruce Highway and nominated two HV
Climbing lanes on the Peak Downs highway.
Minister acknowledged the achievements of
RAAG and confirmed he would review these
topics as part of his plan for the region.
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Safety around cane trains

QUEENSLAND NEWS

Heavy vehicle rest area
south of Koumala.

SOURCE: Mackay Sugar

Take your time. Stay alert and look for trains at railway
crossings this crush

The sugar cane crush of 2018 is upon us. Every
crushing, drivers need a reminder – stay alert and
be safe around cane trains. Its not worth the risk,
safety is your responsibility.
Some cane trains traveling throughout our district
are almost 1000 metres in length. They take a long
time to come to a complete halt once the brakes are
applied, sometimes up to a full kilometre.
With 323 cane train railway crossings in the region’s
cane rail networks of Mackay Sugar and Wilmar,
there is 323 potential crash sites. Just 119 crossing
have flashing lights.

SOURCE: RAAG

Impression only - heavy vehicle rest area

Minister for Transport and Main Roads Mark Bailey
announced on 23rd May he has plans to commence
construction of a new heavy vehicle rest area south of
Koumala.
The full release “Drivers to enjoy more rest areas in
north Queensland” can be accessed here.

The Guide to Queensland
Roads.

It is vital drivers obey flashing lights. Do not attempt
to race the train. STOP at the flashing lights. Obey
all signs on unlit crossings - either GIVE WAY or
STOP. Ensure you have clear visibility and proceed
only when safe to do so.
This crush, SLOW DOWN and BE ALERT when
approaching a cane rail crossing. Inevitably when
a car crashes with a cane train the car will come off
worse.
In 2017 there were several near misses involving
cane trains and motor vehicles; there could have
easily been a fatality or serious injury. It’s just not
worth the risk. Your safety is your responsibility.
RAAG would like to recognise the assistance
of Mackay Regional Council, Wilmar Sugar and
Mackay Sugar.

SOURCE: QLD Government

Current rest areas in Koumala.

The Department of Transport and Main Roads provides
a safety-focused guide for motorists planning to
travel on Queensland’s expansive road network. There
are several resources in PDF format for download
including rest areas, caravan information and maps.
You can download the PDF documents here.
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Zero fatigue is the target

SOURCE: Glencore

Fatigue safety engagement workshop

RAAG recently conducted Fatigue presentations at
two mines in the Bowen Basin.
The highly informative presentations focussed
on the dangers of driving when fatigued, how to
recognise fatigue and strategies to overcome it.
The central traffic region, which includes Mackay,
is statistically responsible for more than double
the state’s average fatigue related road crashes.
This is an alarming statistic and RAAG is actively
working with community stakeholders to reduce
fatigue related crashes. There has been continuous
improvement, but the goal is a ZERO target for
fatigue related crashes.
Glencore’s Clermont Open Cut has 250 mining
personnel and managers involved in the recent
presentations with more scheduled at other
locations later in the year.

identification and management of fatigue for their
heavy vehicle operators. Brett Hoskin and Graeme
Ransley from RAAG attended a two day session
at Clermont in May, where the site presented a
proposed fatigue monitoring system consisting
of a non-invasive dash-mounted camera with
two infra-red pods that monitor for symptoms of
fatigue or distraction. If a fatigue or distraction
event occurs an audible alarm and seat vibration
will alert the operator. Positive feedback obtained
from other Glencore sites using the system, has
prompted Clermont Open Cut to investigate the
implementation.
As an additional measure to combating fatigue
Clermont’s Mining Manager, Alex Temperton, has
requested the assistance of RAAG to help with
the education of his team members on fatigue
prevention. “Although the proposed system has
proven to be a great ‘goal keeper’, we would like to
provide our operators with as much education as
possible. The ideal situation is for our operators
to have such an in depth understanding of fatigue
that they take a break before they show any of
the dangerous symptoms or even better yet, they
develop an understanding of their own needs and
learn what works for them in terms of prevention.
We believe the broad knowledge base of RAAG can
help us achieve this and reduce the events that the
proposed system may detect if we proceed with the
implementation.”
If your organisation needs help with addressing
fatigue in the workplace contact RAAG to arrange
a presentation.

Glencore’s Clermont Open Cut engaged the
assistance of RAAG to provide advice on the

SOURCE: Glencore

Go Line parked trucks

SOURCE: Glencore

Clermont Mine 48
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MACKAY REGION ROAD TOLL
FATALITIES
2018:
17/6/18

COMPARATIVE QLD

2017:

2018:

SOURCE: Queensland Road Crash Weekly Report No: 1057 Data Extracted: 17 June 2018

Queensland year to date – 110
(increase of 4 on this time last year)

Thanks Gerry
Sgt. Gerry Doyle Retires.
RAAG would like to recognise the exceptional
support and work of Sgt. Gerry Doyle as he retires
from the Qld. Police. Over the years Gerry has been
a great supporter of RAAG in developing its Wide
Load Education Program and in also helping RAAG
in developing its Strategic Plan. Gerry has made a
huge contribution to making the roads in the region
safer with his work and involvement in RAAG. Thank
you Gerry and enjoy a long and happy retirement.

Mackay Region year to date – 6
(1 down on this time last year)
Distraction - Mackay police are concerned about
the high number of drivers caught using their mobile
phone whilst driving.
Fatigue – across Queensland there was a reduction
of 30% in fatigue related fatality crashes in 2017
over 2016.
The road safety message of driving while fatigued
is extremely relevant. With the June/July school
holidays approaching and long journeys planned
it is essential to plan your trip and take frequent
breaks.

SOURCE: RAAG

Sgt. Gerry Doyle pictured with RAAG Chairman Noel
Lang made a valuable contribution to road safety over
many years.

Driving Tip of the Month :

SLOW DOWN when approaching cane rail crossings.
OBEY THE SIGNS and STOP IF THE LIGHTS ARE FLASHING.

RAAG
CONTACTS:
RAAG meets on the second Thursday of each

month - 10am at the Department of Transport
and Main Roads, Ness Street, Mackay.

* Please note that venues are subject to change so please confirm this
via email, if you would like to attend.

Email: admin@raag.com.au
Postal: PO Box 3105, Mackay North, QLD 4740
Website: www.raag.com.au

Chairman: Noel Lang 0409 588 454
Road Safety Coordinator: Richard Incledon 0455 022 299
Vice Chairman: Brett Hoskin
Secretary: Carol Single
Treasurer: John Frater
Committee Members: Graeme Ransley, Cr. Geoff Bethel,
Cr. Kev Casey, Nicole Biki
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